Managed Assurance (MA)
Scan, monitor, and respond in real-time with unmatched
expertise from QOMPLX

Q:CYBER SaaS
Critical signals

24x7 managed
analyst support
& response

Identity
Kerberos, SAML,
WEL, Sysmon

Turnkey
implementation
Full-service
deployment and
monitoring

Priviledge
LDAP,
ACE

Integration into your
incident response
playbooks

Attack surface
DNS,
Open Ports,
Exposed Services,
DMARC,
SPF,
Zone Transfers,
TLS,
SSL,
Breach,
Reputation,
Web App Headers

Expert active
response

Identity Assurance

Priviledge Assurance

Real-time identity
attack detection
Privilege access
Attack surface
monitoring

Q:SCAN

Real-time detections and response
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Our experts manage Q:CYBER SaaS solutions to support your team 24x7
■

Q:CYBER SaaS suite is built up on the QOMPLX data factory that enable QOMPLX experts to
support both your internal and perimeter security. Our experts deploy their in-depth knowledge
of these QOMPLX solutions to help you get the most out of your investment

■

Q:CYBER SaaS suite uses patented, real-time detections and generates categorized findings
from informational to critical and our 24x7 security monitoring fills in the gaps that only human
experts can.

Powerful Q:CYBER SaaS solutions eliminate noise to deliver clear signals
Clear signals are the cornerstone of reliable insights.
■

The QOMPLX Managed Assurance team of experts employ the continuous analytic engine
from our data factory which powers the Q:CYBER SaaS suite of Identity Assurance, Privilege
Assurance, and Q:SCAN

■

Q:SCAN enables attack surface monitoring and management to identify key security exposures

■

Privilege Assurance monitors Active Directory risks that threat actors could leverage in the
event of breach

■

Identity Assurance employs unparalleled real-time detections for attacks on Active Directory
and critical infrastructure.

Detection

QOMPLX MDR employs the Q: CYBER SaaS Suite

Identity Assurance
automatic, real-time
detections

QOMPLX Identity Assurance delivers the most powerful, patented,
deterministic, identity-based detections in the industry… we don’t guess
with heuristics (like our competitors), we know when the most critical lateral
movement and privilege escalation attacks are executed.

Identity Assurance
heuristic detections

QOMPLX Identity Assurance delivers a range of heuristic detections that
augment our deterministic detections to provide more clarity to our response
team in regard to attacks.

Identity Assurance
rule builder

QOMPLX flagship Identity Assurance solution offers never before seen
flexibility to tailor detections to your organization’s environment and signals,
offering custom rule creation that fits your organization like a glove.

QOMPLX enrichment
data

QOMPLX leverages both public and proprietary enrichment data to increase
the accuracy and efficacy of our detections and insights.

Privilege Assurance
privilege access
management

Our experts help your team execute against a “least privilege” approach to
privilege access management through proprietary blast radius visualization
among other insights.

Attack surface
detections

QOMPLX experts identify and help you secure your attack surface with the aid
of signals from Q:SCAN, our proprietary attack surface management solution.
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Insight-powered alerts allow for real-time response
■

QOMPLX Managed Assurance relies on powerful software and expert implementation for fullservice deployment and monitoring

■

Gain agility with our SOC that powers a better cybersecurity response.

Response

QOMPLX Analyst Resources

Incident validation /
notification

QOMPLX SOC personnel will provide confirmed evidence from available
sources to confirm if an incident has occured.
Notification of an incident will be based on customized Incident Response
Playbooks for the incident identified. Phone, email, text, and/or other
communications will be utilized to notify the client.
All investigation results will be available via the Incident Investigation in
Q:CYBER. SOC personnel are also available to provide ongoing support for
analysis of aggregated data in Q:CYBER.

Remote response

QOMPLX SOC personnel are trained to provide guidance for containment,
investigative, and mitigation/remediation steps for most incidents.
Clear and concise communications are provided to ensure effective and
immediate response directions.

Incident timeline
reporting

Thorough documentation of all steps performed and evidence collected are
contained with the Q:CYBER portal.

Threat mitigation
recommendations

During the incident, QOMPLX will analyze all evidence to provide guidance
on performing active and ongoing mitigation of the current activity, but also
for other threats that may exist due to weaknesses/vulnerabilities found during
the investigation.

Ready to learn more about QOMPLX:CYBER?
Contact us today.
+1 (703) 995-4199 | info@QOMPLX.com | qomplx.com

Why QOMPLX®
QOMPLX harnesses data to provide unified visibility into cyber risks and trust in identity. QOMPLX solutions reduce
cyber risk and attack surfaces by mapping exposures and performing real-time detection of attacks. This approach
increases network observability by closing the largest remaining gaps in cybersecurity: identity verification,
cross-tool data fusion, and data interoperability. QOMPLX defends some of the world’s most renowned brands
by re-establishing trust for client organizations, assuring authentication, and enabling confident security decisions.
For more information, visit qomplx.com and follow us @QOMPLX.
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